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DavidPrice is charmed bythe pleasing
sound of Sonus faber s gorgeous new
Chameleon B standmount loudspeaker

here can't be many readers
unfamiliar with the work
of Sonus faber. This iconic
spealer brand ftom

vicenza, ltaly has made distinctive
sounding products for several decades
- showing superb attention to detail
in the design and an exceptional
finish. It's not completely unfair to
say that its wares have ffaditionally
better suited classical music, thar s
to what used to be called 'a good
tone'. More recendy we have begun
to see Sonus faber modernising itself.
Its redoubtable Eadition hasn't been

Its light. breezy
character goes
upintoawide,

standing waves, and the cabinet itself
is very well damped for its price. The
B version tested here is a tlvo-way
reflex ported standmount (the T is a
three-way floorstander with reflex
pon, fte C is an infinite baffle centre
channel with passive radiator) . All
share a custom-designed, 29nm
doped fabric dome tweeter; the B
has a 150mm mid^ass unit with
a poll,propylene cone and free
compression basket, again designed
inhouse. The company says that this
material is used because it is still the
best compromise between cost and
quality The two drivers cross over at
2.5kHz, fairly tt?ical for a tvvo-wa).

Electrically the Chameleon B is of
average sensitivity; BTdB is claimed
and this means you need around 50w
RMS of power for it to really make an
impression in a nomal-sized room.
Nominal impedance is quoted at
4ohm, and Sonus faber says its power
handling is 150\,V Being reflex poted
it shouldn't be rammed right against
a boundarywall, but I find it work
well fairly close at 25cm or so awall
There's also an attractive optional
stand, which sits the spealer at an
ideal 70cm high - although I discover
it sounds good on my less exotic
looking Atacamas. I use an Exposure
3010 S2-D amplifier and Chord 2Qute
DAC (page 52) wi$ a variety of digital
sources, ald the spealcels really begin
to sing when mn for a few hours, ald
are very slightly toed-in towards the
listener in my largish listening room.

Sound quality
On a super{icial level, the Chameleon
B is a good deal livelier and more
animated sounding than traditional
Sonus fabers, yet it does retain the
clarity and smoothness for which the
brald has become famous. As such, I
thid< it has been deverly voiced, and
will appeal to a wider age range. You
get a punchy engaging and enjoyable
sound, yet it doesn't sound as opaque
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and unsubde as one might expect for
a pair of what are - by this company's
standards - budget boxes.

Kicking off with a track that might
be regularly heard in *re houses of
the fashionable young professionals
whom I could see owning a pair of
Chameleon Bs, and Coldplals A Sb,
Full O/Stars sounds spacious and
powerful. The recorded acoustic is
expansive, the soundstage pushes
back surprisingly far in the room
and the speaker captures the epic,
stadium rock feel of the production.
Vocals are smooth, showing no sense
ofbrittleness, and the keyboard has a
fulsome, rich, qualiry Hi-hat cyrnbals,
are cdsp and clear and rie steel string
guitars strummed in an enjoyably
percussive way All in all, it sounds
just right.

cive dris speaker something a litde
morc challenging, and things stay
fun. Dance On Avolcano by Genesis
is a typically dry mid-seventies rock
track that's very well recorded but
slighdy impenetrable. The Sonus
faber picks its way tlrough, with a
gutsy propulsive rendition. Bass is,
of course, ultimately limited on a
speaker that's as compact as this one
is, and so it proves; as you'd expect
it's missing the bottom octave,
although above this it sounds
confident and tuneful if it's not asked
to do too much physical exertion at
high listening levels. Its light, breezy
character goes up into a wide,
spacious midband thaCs decendy >spaciousmidband

thrown out, but - in my opinion at
Ieast there has been a conscious
effort to reach new customers.

Actually you might almost say the
marque is deliberately 'going out'
to meet new customers, rather
than lening them come to it. These
speakers are customisable, with a
choice of different coloured side
palels to suit taste and,/or deco4
which are easily removed or
interchanged. There are six different
finishes available, including white,
black, metal blue, metal grey orange
and rcd; one pair (in the colour of
your choice is supplied as standard
and additional sets cost f145). The
main cabinet itselfis covered entirely
in leadre4 while the driver flanges get
aluminium embellishers- The idea is
that the speaker can change as the
Iives of its on'ner changes; if you
move house or redecorate then you
can alter your speaker to suit.

Closer inspection reveals the
Chameleon is moie thanjust a pretty
face. That distinctive shape is
designed to stop the propagation of
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Q&A
Fiore Coppellefto
Direclor of Bronds ot Fine
Sounds Group

DA what type otcustomer is this
speaket nadefot?
Fc:We'reaiming to involve a wider
and younger audience with this
new collection of high quality
loudspea kers at a n affordable price.
Atthesametime, our classic
audiophile customers can be really
satisfied by the performance as well.
The Chameleon has the typical warm,
f ull-bodied and powerfuL Sonus faber
sound, in line with our DNA.

why did you decideto otler
interchangeabre side panels and
te ather cover ed cabinets?
Wethink itsa very good option -an
opportunityforour customers to be
free to play with their Chameleon
speakersand change the colours
when they cha nge their fu rniture,
without spending much money.
Because we wanted to maintain
theSonusfaber heritage, we
used leath-.r just as with our
historical spea kers.

Why is the speaker cabinetshaped
inthe distindive waythat it is?
This has been provento bethe
simplestand the most efJective way
to ensurethe rigidityand reduction of
standing waves, by virtue of thefact
that thefront paneland the rear are
mutualy nonparallel. Each Sonus
faber loudspeaker uses bass reflex
porinq lo maximisethe perception
of lowfrequencies by the listener

How irnportant is it to sonus faber
customers thatproducts are rtade
httaly?
The Venere demonstrates that the
market is ready for wellmade
productscoming from china, but of
course we strongly believe in ltalian
manufacturing values, especia ly in
thetop quality of Sonusfaber
production department and we want
to use it as much aswecan,
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Monitor Audio's Silver 2
(HFC 384) is a highly
capable rival that's e50
cheaper yet still keeps
it honest, lnstead of
the ltslian speakers'

polypropylene mid/
bass unit, we find a
hi-tech RsT-coned
affair thst gives a
tighterandultimately
mora controlled sound.
The ceramic-coated
aluminiumand
magnesium tweeter
is crisper and more
detailed too. sonically.
the Monitor Audio is
moredetailedand
incisive with less
coloration. Still, it
seems a little bland and
soulless clmpared with
the emotive ltalian,
evon if it is ultimately
the better €ll rounder.
It's a classic case of
heving to listen and
choose for yourself.

detailed and very good at conveying
timing and dlmarnic nuances.

In absolute terms, this loudspeaker
is a litde congested in the midband.
Kate Bush's Snowflake signposts this,
but it's certainly no worse than any of
its similarly p ced rivals. \Arhen the
volume goes north, you also begin to
be aware of its physical limitations.
vrhen plalng something like this
trad<, with its powerful, close rniked
piano cadences the Sonus faber starts
to compress things and begins to
falter. Again, it's no surprise for a box
ofits size and price, but suggests that
ifs best in smaller-to meditm-sized
rooms and wouldn't be a firct choice
for blaring parties all night.

Locate this speaker in a sensibly
proportioned room with a good
solid state amplifier and a decent
source and it works a treat. It has the
ability to make any music that you
play through it ftln, yet it doesn't
descend into crudeness or hardness
at any point and so won't have you
hiding behind your designer leather
sofa. Even classic reggae, Iike Gregory
lsaacs' Night Nu,ise, has everyone
in the house bouncing around, the
Chameleon throwing out a very fluid
and surprisingly strong bassline
allied to a silly c).rnbal sound. Isaacs'
voice sounds rich with some lovely
timbral detail, and the recording isn't
deconstructed too much - as some
price dvals seem to be prone to doing.

Feed it some deanly recordedjazz
and the speaker's talents and foibles
are evident in equal measure. It's not
a design that you would exactly say
came from the'BBC school' of
loudspeaker voicing. That's not
necessarily a bad thing ofcourse my
point is that it doesn't have an ultra
nansparent midband, yet still makes
the music highly engaging and pulls

O 2gmmtabric

O Bi-wireable
speakerterminah

O 150mm
polypropyiene
mid/bars driver

the listener right in. Miles Davis'
classic so Whaf is most beguiling, as
this speaker seems to tune into the
emotion of those great players as
effortlessly as anlthing I've heard at
or near the price. There's aD ever so
sligluly soft and hazy quality to the
upper midband in absolute terms,
but this lends a rather romantic feel
and the speaker's innately rht'thmic
nature carries you through. That
soaring trumpet is a rare treat
throrgh the Chameleon, as is John
Coltrane's tenor sax work.

Conclusion
Even when designing relatively cheap
and small loudspeakers, the ltalians
seem able to do it with a flair that
eludes so many manufacturers flom
other countries. The Sonus faber
Chameleon B faces stiff competition
from several highly capable price
rivals, but in the end itjust oozes
charm and character that makes
living with it so much ftrn. This
doesn'tjust go for the sornd either,
because the style, construction and
even the packaging is superb. well
wonh an audition a
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